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Conspiracy to Obstrust Justice
Letter from City Manager & Council Demonstrates Conspiracy to Obstruct
Justice.
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On April 25, 2013 a Public Records Request was filed with the Beaumont
Office of City Clerk for copies of March 2013 Statements from all Financial
Institutions.
On May 2, 2013 Beaumont City Manager Alan Kapanicas replied to the Public
Records Request stating: “Your request for 'statements' is too vague.
Please clarify what 'statements' your are requesting.”
The letter is signed by the City Manager and every Council Member was
copied.
The Beaumont Internal Audit has been going on for several months. This is
the 4th time a request for all financial statements has been made, but the 1st
time the request was 'too vague'.
The State of California enacted the Public Records Act in 1968 with very
specific regulations to control government corruption.
California Government Code 6253 (c ) Each agency, upon a request for a
copy of records, shall, within 10 days from receipt of the request, determine
whether the request, in whole or in part, seeks copies of disclosable public
records in the possession of the agency and shall promptly notify the person
making the request of the determination and the reasons therefor. In
unusual circumstances, the time limit prescribed in this section may be
extended by written notice by the head of the agency or his or her designee
to the person making the request....No notice shall specify a date that
would result in an extension for more than 14 days.
6253 (d) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to permit an

agency to delay or obstruct the inspection or coping of public
records.
Refusing or delaying Public Record Requests is Obstruction of Justice. It is
Conspiracy to Obstruct Justice for the City Manager to collaborate with
Council to withhold Public Records.
California Government Code 6203: Every officer authorized by law to make
or give any certification or other writing is guilty of a misdemeanor if he or
she makes and delivers as true any certificate or writing containing
statements which he or she know to be false.
The City Manager and every member of Council knows or should know that
the letter is false information written to Obstruct Justice. Since the office of
the city manager takes direction from council it stands to reason that it was
Council that instructed the City Manager to take over the Office of the City
Clerk and to.
The United States of America developed a democratic form of government so
the People could govern themselves, but democracy is based on honesty
and love of Country. Democracy does not account for human nature. Elected
and Appointed Government Officials conspiring to circumvent the laws of
their state and country for the purpose of ...'adhering to its enemies, or
giving them aid and comfort.' is considered Treason.
The City of Beaumont is almost $300 Million in debt. The Federal
Government is almost $17 Trillion in debt. It's time We The People stop
accepting our situation as happenstance and start realizing that these are
intentional acts that have no other results but to further the destruction of
our Communities and Country.
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Jeremiah Price May 6, 2013 at 06:29 pm
Interesting, and I congratulate you on your commitment and grade point
average. Not sure what you learned in accounting, though - you said
administartion and counseling. What degree do you hold in accounting? I'm
asking because I am a little concerned how the hours add up. If I read right you
said 97 hours a week of work and then carried 18 - 21 units on top of that. Well,
let's see how this "accounts" out. Ninety - seven hours a week equates to 14
hours a day working. Now we all know you had to get an average of 6 hours
sleep a night to hang with it longterm like you said you have. There are already
20 hours out of your day. How much driving and meal time? Say an hour a day?
That leaves us with 3 hours a day for your classes totaling 18 - 21 units. What
about study? I'm sure to carry a 3.6 average you would have to do that for a

couple hours. I need to move to Oklahoma - those 26 -28 hour days would let
me get a lot more done than California here where we only have 24 hours.
Jeremiah
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Jeremiah Price May 6, 2013 at 06:35 pm
Actually she goes under the alias "Wonder Woman!", caped crusader! I really
didn't need to know this - it kind of makes me feel sorry for Judy - I don't know
how long she has been paying you but I have been dealing with you for over
two months and that means she has wasted $4500 of her money with no
results that show any criminality or illegality. Nothing but unethical and
questionable comments for her outlay. Oh well, maybe that's what she wants it's her money.
Jeremiah
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Jeremiah Price May 6, 2013 at 06:38 pm
Is she saying Obama called her a liar and a fraud here? Because I didn't at all - I
don't have to - her own comments and rants do that.
Jeremiah
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Jeremiah Price May 6, 2013 at 06:41 pm
Here we agree. When you stick to digging out figures and facts and leave the
allegations and mud - slinging for when someone else proves illegality, you do
good work. I've never said differently.
Jeremiah
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Jeremiah Price May 6, 2013 at 06:44 pm
And I do have a question of my own that goes right along with your statement.
Where are any of the attorneys that live in Beaumont. You are right, people
(residents) should be stepping up.
Jeremiah
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ATC May 6, 2013 at 06:56 pm

So out of all of the investigations you have conducted...not one person has been
prosecuted, or even charged with a crime? I have to agree with Jeremaih in that
your methods seem to do more harm than good. You've brought up many, many
questionable issues that really need explaining, but your personal attacks and
vitriol against not only city officials but anyone who questions your methods
and/or findings overshadows anything that might be legitimate.
By the way, I noticed on your website that you claim any donations to you for
conducting these "investigations/audits" are tax deductible as "services
rendered". I'm a bit confused about that, as I don't believe you are a non-profit
tax exempt entity. "Services Rendered" are not generally tax deductible, or we
could all be deducting any labor that we pay for throughout the year for many
things (auto repair, yard work, etc.). Would you care to explain how someone's
donation to you is tax deductible under the IRS Publication 526?
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Libi Uremovic May 6, 2013 at 07:10 pm
'...as I don't believe you are a non-profit tax exempt entity....'
i'm not a non profit ...i'm a business entity.... non profits are only 50% deductible
from taxes but a service is 100% deductible... it's a business expense
....deductible just like any other business expense .... if you have an auto in your
business or have yard work done for your business it's a business expense...
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ATC May 6, 2013 at 07:28 pm
First of all, Libi, donations to non-profits (Churches are a common example) are
100% deductible. Second, donating money to you for your city "audits" is NOT a
business expense for any of us, in even the most exaggerated definition. Explain
to me how anyone donating money to your cause is incurring a "business
expense". You are mixing apples & oranges, donations & expenses...You are not
providing a service related to their business, unless you are auditing their own
business. Again, how does any of our "donations" qualify under IRS Publication
526 or IRS code 501?
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Libi Uremovic May 6, 2013 at 07:37 pm
'...What degree do you hold in accounting?...'
it's called a bachelors' of science in business administration - accounting
concentration....you don't have any education at all do you...? '...I'm asking
because I am a little concerned how the hours add up. ...' no, you're calling me a
liar and a fraud...again.... '...Now we all know you had to get an average of 6

hours sleep a night ...' i've never gotten 6 hours of sleep in my life...maybe 4 if i
haven't slept in a couple days... i take a sheet of paper and list out the 7 days
and 24 hours in the day....then i fill my week.... you 'schedule' yourself 50
hours/week to sleep and another 50 to 'relax' ...that's why you're not
productive... you spent your life doing as little as possible...and spent my life
doing as much as possible.... 100 hour workweeks is me in old age...when i was
a kid i used really work a lot....for a while there were three days that i only had 2
hours to sleep so i would drive from job to job and sleep in the car and my
manager woke me up 15 minutes before my shift started... no one ever regrets
going for life....they only regret that they let life pass them by...
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Libi Uremovic May 6, 2013 at 07:46 pm
i've called the city manager three times today , but he's refused to get on the
phone....and there is no city clerk to process records requests....
put on your big boy panties and get on the phone alan....you need clarification i'll give you clarification...
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Washy May 6, 2013 at 09:24 pm
OMG you seriously are not inciting tax fraud are you? If I gave you money and
tried to deduct it on my Schedule C I would be audited and fined! UNLESS you
were a CPA (and you are not) doing MY books...then I would 1099 you as a
contracted accountant. It would never be a deduction (see what Judy is paying
for)
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Washy May 6, 2013 at 09:26 pm
No it proves my point. Usually when the same thing keeps happening over and
over you have to find the common denominator. In this case that is Libi
Uremovic, as these are all different counties therefore they have different Grand
Juries and different investigating offices
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Washy May 6, 2013 at 09:28 pm
Because I asked her to, and she did right in front of me.
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Washy May 6, 2013 at 09:29 pm
Libi you cannot charge Beaumont as they did not hire you.
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Washy May 6, 2013 at 09:30 pm
WAIT what you are done. You promised that you would prove someone was
cheating on their spouse with the city card.....
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Washy May 6, 2013 at 09:32 pm
He doesn't have to talk to you, your requests need to be SPECIFIC and in
writing.
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Jeremiah Price May 6, 2013 at 09:41 pm
He is probably treating you with the same personal disrespect that you show
him. As much as I don't want to get involved supporting or not supporting the
city, I would have to say it is deserved. You get what you give, Libi.
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Libi Uremovic May 6, 2013 at 09:42 pm
you people watch too many movies....no, i'm not an ophan kid jet setting across
the country faking identities...but let's say you're right and all of your fantasies
about me are true....
how does that solve your financial debt ...? your city is about to vote on putting
itself another $78 million in debt ...focus people....stop trying to take the easy
way out by blaming me for your problems and focus on your problems..... you're
constantly attacking me, but there's not one thing you can say about the audits
because it's only the layout of the books....it's simply showing the money trail....
here's lloyd's blog in case you're so fixated on your witch hunt that you didn't
notice... http://banning-beaumont.patch.com/blog_posts/785-million-links-abridge-from-nowhere-to-a-non-existent-road start taking positive action in your
city instead of creating diversions because that's your 'comfort zone'... do your
own audit if you don't like mine...don't read my post if you don't like me...write
your own blogs and convey your own message.....get a life of your own and stop
tagging on to me because i - like everyone else - is sick of carrying you...
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Libi Uremovic May 6, 2013 at 09:55 pm
council agenda - 4.b.1 - financial update - from july through march the city
collected $8 million less than projected because they expected to charge
themselves for services and make money off bonds....employee expenses are
down $3.5 million.....but the city still spent $4.7 million more than they took in...
it's may, but this financial report stops in february....why not include march and
show the interest paid on the bond debt...??
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Libi Uremovic May 6, 2013 at 10:11 pm
the city should have included the september 2012 bond debt
payment....$8,357,859.22...
they've included all the revenue, but the city hasn't included all the expenses,
they've only listed the department expenses.... $15.8 mil employee/deparments
$8.3 mil bond debt $3 mil fund 35 $1 mil in fund 37 paid to the riverside
auditor/controller $28 million spent in the last 8 months....$11 million revenue...
the city is spending money 2 1/2 times faster than they take it in....
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Jeremiah Price May 6, 2013 at 10:24 pm
I am sorry that you have wasted your life and have nothing to show for it and
didn't enjoy what you were doing. Didn't know you are a speed freak, but now
that you mention it the signs are all there. Not sure how it was back then but in
my day a bachelor's in business admin was kind of a catch-all you did to prepare
for higher learning - and certainly you didn't have any classes in ethics.
Call you a liar and a fraud - not me, I don't use those words and don't need to your own words and way of being have done a better job than I could ever do of
showing that. You reap what you sow, Libi. If you truly have a master's in
counseling you would know that. I could address each and every thing you say,
but it's obvious it is pointless. If you need me to go by and see if I can facilitate
your records request, I will again take the time to do that. It would be Thursday
before I could, though, and by that time you could certainly be specific and get
your request started. I do want the information you are so good at digging out. I
just don't want the wild accusations (or maybe not so wild) put before the factfinding. With your obvious intelligence you would be a really interesting person
to talk with if you would just get rid of that sourness that drives you. Have a
good evening. Jeremiah
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Jeremiah Price May 6, 2013 at 10:32 pm
Once we got through all the drama, Libi did present some info on the Diners
Card that suggests a problem. This as well as the purpose of Fund 39 are two
legitimate questions I wish to ask of the city council and see if their answers
match the facts. Maybe some actual citizens of Beaumont can attend the BCAT
meeting as well to hear the answers so they can be reported from several
perspectives.
Jeremiah
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Jeremiah Price May 6, 2013 at 10:50 pm
Thank you for presenting some really serious information without the histrionics.
These bond issues that almost every city has depended on are generally the
root cause of cities going bankrupt. They very seldom are fully sold and don't
bring in the money they are supposed to, but generally budgets treat them as if
they are. Then since they haven't brought in the money they are supposed to,
the bond debt service adds to the deficit rather than the bond reducing it. This is
a main problem of the State and US financial system as well, and that is why the
bond purchases by the fed are so scary. Good to see that employee expenses
are down, but you are right - it isn't enough to move the bottom line from red to
black. Thank you for raising a warning voice with no negative drama. As you said
before, now it is up to the voting residents. Someone once said you can lead a
horse to water but you can't make him drink.
Jeremiah
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Jeremiah Price May 7, 2013 at 02:15 am
Libi, there is a very easy way to shut me up. That is to do like you did in the
posts below and present the facts of the audit without calling names and trying
to insinuate corruption before it is proven. We all already have those suspicions
- everyone in America suspects their governments - and your work is really
important to prove or disprove it on the local level. But we need you to be
objective and not biased before the fact. You might have missed it in all the
drama, but I have not said one negative thing about your actual audits. Once
again, my only complaint is the unethical way it is being combined with a smear
campaign against people you have never met and don't know. Stick to the facts
and you will have my support all they way. But all this other stuff clouds the
issue and keeps people from focusing on what they need to see and hear. I
agree with you - people in Beaumont are mostly apathetic with the exception of
a few. Especially experienced legal people, from which we haven't heard a thing.
I want to know why that is, and why they are silent when you have shown
serious issues and the facts you show create valid questions. I will be silent or

support you when you present facts in an ethical manner - but I will comment on
every post that you do not. That is in an effort to create balance and let the
quality of your work stand on it's own. Have a good night, Libi - thank you for
trying even though we don't agree on how you do it.
Jeremiah
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Washy May 7, 2013 at 10:16 am
You have too many people in your head because nobody said you were making
up fake identities. (PS I have no financial debt the city of Beaumont does. My
house has been for sale for a few months so I will be moving and it is QUITE
likely the next city I move to will be in the same debt and have the same fat cats
spending the same way) We cannot say anything about your "audit" because it
is fragmented and all over the place. It is IMPOSSIBLE to see your "audit"
because you did it in pieces and published it in pieces and did publish every last
bit of information. (oops see there that is something I have been saying about
your "audit" for a long time) As if you haven't attacked all of us at one time or
another. You have called the women of our city "all of them look like men" You
have called us "The citizens of Beaumont are lazy (or you have used the word
stupid at times)" You have been the most unprofessional fake CPA I ever met.
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ATC May 7, 2013 at 10:48 am
Libi, you have yet to address the fact that you are claiming on your website that
any donations to you are tax deductible, when they are NOT.
You are not a non-profit so they are not a tax-deductible donation, and they are
NOT a business expense unless you are doing MY business books. Care to
explain, or just continue to attack those of us who were once behind you?
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mee5 May 7, 2013 at 11:31 am
The Securities and Exchange Commission has put local government officials on
notice that it is closely monitoring the way they describe their cities' fiscal health,
charging Harrisburg, Pa., with securities fraud for allegedly failing to disclose
information on its financial troubles.
From Wall Street Journal, as found on Yahoo News
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Libi Uremovic May 7, 2013 at 02:13 pm

what do you care - you've never paid a dime....if you want to use charity
deductions then go to beaumont.org ....
you city is about to throw itself off a cliff....you need to focus on what's important
...
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Yes, we need to focus on what's important, but are you suggesting that the
character of the person making these accusations and personal attacks is not at
all important? A person who is actively soliciting people to commit tax fraud? I
disagree. And still no answer as to "why"......got it. Your refusal to answer the
question says volumes about who you really are.
You have yet to actually prove anything, and your "audits/investigations" have
never resulted in a single prosecution, but have instead caused many (including
me) who support your efforts early on to eventually distance themselves due to
your tactics. I believe it was Einstein who said that doing the same thing over
and over expecting a different result is the very definition of insanity. Yet you
continue on the same path, with the same methods...and ultimately the same
results. BTW, it's not "my" city; I don't live in Bmt. ...
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Libi Uremovic May 13, 2013 at 01:00 pm
Washy '..Because I asked her to, and she did right in front of me....'
you're a liar - i've never been called by a cpa ..and why would they call me?
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